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The diagr~ below shows block A, having mass
2m and speed 1), and block B having mass m and
speed 213. .

2m

77777l / / ~/; e:/ / / W/ / / / / / / :/~~/ /
Frictionless surface

Compar~d to the kinetic energy of block A, the
kinetic energy of block B is

(1) the same (3) one-half as great
(2) twice as great (4) four times as great
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rh(~ diagram "below which represents a simple pe-ndulu~ with
a 2.O-kilo'gram bob and a length of 10. meters. The pen-
du lum Is released from rest at position 1 and. swings'
without friction through position 4. At position 3. its low-
est point. the speed of the bob is .6.0 meters per second. ! cB

...
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(~ 6lAt which position does the bob have its maximum .

\.bI kinetic energy?
(1) 1 (3) 3

. (2) 2 (4) 4

~ 62 What is the potential energy of the bob at position 1
~ "in relation to position 3?

(1) 18 joules . (3) 12 joules'
(2) 3b-Joules (4) ISOjoules

(g)

.~---.

One joule is equivalent to one

(1) newton (3) watt2.newton
rneter3

(2) kilogram.meter3 (4) kilosmm.meterZ
second2



~ The diagram below shoWsa moving, 5.00-kilo-
gramcart at the foot of a hill 10.0metershigh. For
the cart to reach the top of the hill, what is the"
minimumkineticenergyof the cart in the position
shown?[Neglectenergylossdue to friction.]

~ ~5.00 kg 10.0 m

////~/~////// l

(1) 4.91 J
(2) 50.0J

(3) 250.J
(4) 491 J

...

~
Base your answers to questions through on the
diagram below. Which represents a 2.0-kilogram
mass placed on a fi:ictiQn1esstrack at point A and
released from rest Assume the gravitational
potential energy of the system to be zero at point
E.

.m

\
\

~ The gravitational potential energy of the system at
point A is approximately ,

(I) 80. J (3) 8'.0x IQ2J
(2) 20. J '(4) 7.0 x IQ2J

(j) Compared to the kinetic energy of the mass at

point E, the kinetic energy of the mass at point Eis

(I) Y1as great

(2) twice as great
(3) the same

(4) 4 times greater

lit") . As the mass travels along the track, themaximuml.! height it will reach above point E willbe closestto
(1) 10. m (3) 30. m
(2) 20. m (4) 40. m

(j)
If the mass were released from rest at point E, its0 speed at point C would be .

'- (1) O.mls (3) 10.m/s
(2) O.SOmls (4) 14m/s

@ Compared to the total mechanical energy of the
system at point A, the total mechanical energy of
the system at point F is
(1) less

(2) more
(3) the same
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Which graph best represents the relationsh
between the gravitational potential energy of
freely falling objeet andthe object's height abo:
the ground near the surface of Earth?

'~ri\'i,~J1~,~:,,;.,Mi?(m;1>r'r~i;~1\~
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In the diagram below; a 20.0-neWton force is
used to push a 2.00-kilogram cart a distance of .5.00 meters.

20.0N -~ .///~//// /7

The work done on the cart is .

(i) 100. J . (3) 150. J
(2) 200. J (4) 40.0 J

@ ) A constant force of 1900newtons is required to
keep an automobile having a mass of 1.0 X 103
kilograms moving at a constant speed of 20.
meters per second. The work done in moving
the automobile a distance of 2.0 x 103meters is

(1) 2.0 x 104J (3) 2.0 x 106J
(2) 3.8x 104J (4) 3.8x 106J
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In the diagram below, 400. joules of work is done
raising a 72-newton weight a vertical distance of
5.0 meters. ".

72 N

T
5.0m

Force

------.
I I
I 72N I
I I
~ I

How much work is done to overcome friction as
the weight is raised? .

(1) 40. J
(2) 360J

(3) 400.J
(4) 760J

.:;:=",~~ ~-...:;',"3J;i;:-§,::;;.<;)n!'i!>''''''~!'!!!\'!'':!''''"'W.~~;~fW::':':;;

Which combination of units can be used to
express work?
(1) newton. second (3) newton/metermeter

(2) newton;' meter
second (4) newton' meter

.''''''-' '.~''C ".-"'" ,,:~'..;..
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A spring of negligible mass has a spring constant

.of 50. newtons per meter. If the spring is
stretched 0.40 meter from its equilibrium posi-
tion, how much potential energy is stored in the
spring?

(1) 20. J (3) 8.0J
(2) 10.J . (4) 4.0 J
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What is the displacement of the maSshanger (H)
.shownin the diagraII!after a 0.20-kilogrammass
is loaded on it? [Assume the hanger is at rest in
both positions.]

:r
,~ H

Unloaded

(1) 12.30 em
(2) 12.50 em

~.........

Meter
Stick'

~\f
~.~ 0.2

,GY° kg
L-H

Loaded

(3) 12.70 em
(4) 13.30 em

I~)
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The graph below ,representS',-the rMationship
betwe~n the force ,appued to eospring and the
compression (displacement) of the spring.

Applied Force VB.Compression
1.00

0.90

0.80

, 0.70

Z 0.60....
GI
!:! 0.50
If

0.40

0.30

0.20

0.10

0
0 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40 0.50

Compression (Displacement) (m)

What is the spring constant for this ,spring?
(1) 1.0 N/m' (3)' 0.20N/m
(2) 2.5 N/m (4) 0.40N/m

III

IV
car A and car B of eq~' mass travel up'~ 'hut.
Car A moves up the bill at' a constant speed
th~t Is twice the constant speed of car B. Com-
pared to the power developed by car B, the
power.developedby car A is
1 the same
2 twice is much
3 half as much,
4 four times as much

r

1~
A 5.0 X 102.-newton girl tak~ 10.,secoJ;'ldsto run
up two flights of stairs to a landing;-"a total of
5.0 meters verticiilli above her starting point.
What power does the girl develop during her run?
(1) 25W ' (3) 250W-
(2) 50. W (4) 2,500W
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In the diagram below, a 20.0-newton force is
used to push a 2.00-kilogram cart a distance of
5.00 meters. . .'

20.0N ~. .//////// //

The work done on the cart is
ja\Ale)
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1.t) <0 \rho" a .j.kilogram mass is lifted from tho.
) ground to a h~ight of 10 meters. the gravitational
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A block weighing 15 newtons is pulled to the top
of an incline that is 0.20 meter above the ground,
as shown below.

T ~ .

) n block
0.20 m

~ '

If 4.0 joules"ofwork are needed to pull the block
the full length of the incline,
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I A catapult with a spring constant of 1.0 x 104new-
tons per meter is required to launch an airplane
from the deck of an aircraft carrier. The.plane is
released when it has been displaced 0.50 meter
from its equilibrium position by the . catapult.
The energy acquired by the airplane from the
catapult during takeoff is approximately
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The diagram below shows a 1.0 X 103-newton

crate to be lifted at constant speed from the
ground to a loading dock 1.5 meters high in
5.0 seconds.
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~,-) A 10.-newton force [s- required to move a
3.0-kilogram box at constant speed. How much

(2. 0;fJJ) power is required to move the box 8.0 meters inf 2.0 seconds?

LJ~tIJ
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A 650-kilogram roller coaster car starts from rest at the top of the first hill of its track and
glides freely. [Neglect friction.]

First
Hill

Scale
1.0 em = 3.0 m

End of
ride

116 Using a metric ruler and the scale of 1.0 cm =3.0 m, determine the height of the first
hill. (J..f (> ,.., r) .

117 Determine the gravitational potential energy of the car at the top of the first hill. .llihow

all calculations, including the equation and substitution with units.], .. (31'0',", f)

118 Using one or more complete sentences, compare the kinetic energy of the car at the

top of the second hill to its kinetic energy at the top of the third hill. . (J fu ,'",i)
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Base your answers to parts a through d on the information below.

A 6.0-kilogram concrete block is dropped from the top of a \
tall building. The block has fallen a distance of 55 meters and
has a speed of 30. meters per second when it hits the ground.

a At the histant the block was released, what was its gravitational potential energy with
respect to the ground? [Show all-calculations, including the equation and substitu-
~on with units;1 - - (3fT) -

b Calculate the kinetic energy of the block at the point of impact. [Show all calcula-"

tions, including the equation and substitution with units.l (.3,t) .

c How much mechanical e~rgy was ~'lost"by the block as it fell?(Zp1J
d Using one or more complete- sentences, explain what happen~d to the mechanical

energy that was "lost" by the block. (2 p t-)

@
@

(9 Q)

- _.
The diagram below shows a spring compressed by a force of 6.0 newtons from its rest position to its
compressed position.

0.040 m

~~TTION

~
Calculate the spring constant for this spring, [Show all calculations, including equations
and substitutions with units.] -

(~ f t)
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Using a spling toy like the one shown in the diagram, a physics teacher pushes on the toy,

compressing the spling, causing the suction cup to stick to the base of the toy.

Trials 1-5 Trial6

Not separated
from base

Suction cup
Spring
Base

Separated
from base

~

When the teacher removes her hand, the toy pops straight up and just brushes against the
ceiling. She does this demonstration five times, always with'the same result.

When the teacher repeats the demonstration for the sixth time the toy crashes against the
ceiling with considerable force. The students notice that in this tlial, the spling and toy sep-
arated from the base at the moment the spling released.

The teacher puts the toy back together, repeats the demonstration and the toy once again
just brushes against the ceiling.

. ) de5(ribe the conversions that take place between pairs. of th~ three forms of mechanical energy, beginning
-JI~J. the work done by the teacher on the toy and ending Withthe form(s) of energy possessed by the toy

\.Jkt(\i~ hits the ceiling. [Neglect fliction.] '. ("I, 0 to". ~)

1.) [y.pJa ,.it-:in term~ of mass. anq energy, why the spring toy hits the ceiling in the sixth trial and not in the
'} other tnals. . ('-11'011"1t)

Q ..

b-


